EMU Furniture Meeting Notes
Meeting held on 12.04.14

Final Items selected from Short List:

**Task Seating**
- Herman Miller SAYL chair
- Sit-On-It Focus chair
- Sit-On-It Wit chair

*Additional notes: Specific chair to be determined by each program*

**Multitask Seating/Student Worker Seating**
- Herman Miller SAYL – in basic task chair model or side chair model
- Herman Miller Caper Flexnet

*Additional Seating notes: Each private office desk gets one side chair. In open plan workstations, task chair for every L shaped station for permanent users and multitask seating for every single return for temporary user.*

**Meeting Space Seating**
- Herman Miller Caper molded plastic seat
- Hightower Forecast

*Additional notes: Jiminy Chair is now not being considered. Decision still needs to be made*

**Meeting Room Tables**
- Fixtures Dewey Table
- Herman Miller Everywhere Table
- Herman Miller Intersect Portfolio Table

*Additional Notes: Decision still needs to be made. Rooms 145 and 146 need a mixture of round and rectangular tables. Find out footprint of flip tops for storage.*

**Lounge Furniture**
- Herman Miller Swoop
- Harter Truman and Forum
- Herman Miller Spun Chair
- Magis Raviolo (*Looking for sample or building that uses these*)
- Eames molded plastic

**Lounge Furniture- Occasional Tables**
- Herman Miller Everywhere Tables
- Herman Miller Swoop
- Herman Miller Nelson Side table
- Hightower Wishbone table (*looking for sample or building that uses these*)

*Additional Notes: Give each program choice for lounge furniture*
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Event Room Seating and Tables
- Hightower Fourcast chair
- Sit-On-It Rowdy chair
- KI Duralite table
- Hightower Four Learning table
- Izzy Dewey Table
- Izzy Saturn Table
- First Office Applause table

Additional notes: Decision still needs to be made for chair and table. Searching for samples or places in the area that use any of these tables. Dewey table viewed at Furniture fair, one other example of where that table is located is Allen Hall. Footprint dimensions needed for folding tables in nesting position. Creating Table document with further pictures and information.

Board Room Seating and Tables
- Focus Executive
- Geiger Elsi Table
- First Office Intermix (Custom solid surface top)
- Geiger MP table (wood/glass)
- Herman Miller AGL Table (wood/stone)
- Hightower Teton Table (Laminate/Wood/ Solid Surface top)

Additional notes: Decision still needs to be made for board room table. Creating Table document with further pictures and information. Searching for samples or places in the area that use any of these tables.

Special Conference Rooms 023 and 230
- Geiger MP Flex Table

Additional notes: Searching for samples or places in the area that use this table.